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Fuel cells and high energy density batteries have limited overrated capacity and slow power response. Ultracapacitors and flywheels
are proposed to overcome these limitations and to facilitate regenerative braking in hybrid and electric vehicles. The simulations
presented in this paper show that a Secondary Energy Storage Unit (SESU) enhances the performance of the drivelines as previously
suggested and provides additional improvements. A combined design of the primary energy source and the SESU reduces the total
weight and volume and increases the battery lifetime. A full-electric driveline is simulated using a standard EPA FTP-75 drive
cycle. Then the same vehicle is simulated with as SESU and the results are compared. The same is done for a hybrid driveline. Two
drivelines are used as references and then enhanced with an SESU; four simulations are presented in total. Simulation results show
that an energy storage device with very low energy and high power allows better battery selection and energy management.

1. Introduction
Research in electric vehicles has a long history full of success
and disappointment. There are great expectations that are fulfilled only recently with the latest developments in batteries.
Batteries are the most challenging component of the electric
car. Energy density is very low compared to gasoline. Electric
cars have less range than gasoline as batteries become very
heavy. Most commercial electric cars are intended for commuting purposes with an average range of less than 160 km
[1]. The Tesla Model 𝑆 is the commercial electric car with
higher range up to 480 km (300 miles) and the battery alone
weighs 600 kg [2]. The battery is also an expensive component. Different forecasts agree that the price of future electric
cars will be at least $5,000 higher than conventional petrol
cars even with scale economies [3].
The power and energy density is a compromise of the
reagents density. There are batteries with high power density,
but their energy density is limited. There are batteries with
high energy density, but the power density is compromised. A
Secondary Energy Storage Unit (SESU) has been proposed to
improve the dynamic response of drivelines [4, 5]. This paper
argues that SESUs have a positive economic potential when
the complete driveline is evaluated.

A power buffer is here defined as a component that
can provide high power for short periods of time without
compromising its lifetime. The power buffer would not be the
main energy source but work in combination with Internal
Combustion Engines (ICEs) or batteries. Practically, a power
buffer could be ultracapacitors, flywheels, or high power
density batteries.
The benefits of a power buffer in an electric/hybrid
driveline are as follows:
(i) the battery power rating is lower and therefore
cheaper and with higher energy density;
(ii) the power fluctuations in the battery are significantly
reduced;
(iii) the dynamic response is enhanced.
The drawbacks of a power buffer are as follows:
(i) more components in the driveline;
(ii) it has its own associated losses.
The potential improvement are presented through the
comparison of several simulations. Simulation models of an
all-electric vehicle and a hybrid vehicle are compared with
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drivelines enhanced with an SESU. The simulations show that
an SESU with a limited energy storage capacity reduces the
battery power rating requirements dramatically.

2. Background
The energy storage of an SESU is made of ultracapacitors,
flywheels, or high power density batteries. There have been
previous successful experiences with these components in the
transport sector. Here some projects are presented with focus
on applications where the SESU acts as a power buffer.
2.1. Batteries. Batteries are devices that convert chemical
energy into electricity and therefore they are limited by chemical thermodynamic and kinetic means. There are batteries
with different chemical components and structures. Some
have high power density and some have high energy density,
but there are no batteries which can excel in both properties.
The energy density increases with the thickness of the cathode
and anode layers, but thick layers reduce the power density
due to slow diffusion [6]. Most systems are designed with one
type of batteries, but the combination of different batteries to
achieve the best of both should be considered.
There are already examples of systems with combinations
of different batteries. Digital cameras are equipped with a
battery that delivers energy for some hundred shots (high
power) and a second battery to keep the information like
the date and settings for years (low power, long lifetime), so
most of them are powered with rechargeable Li battery and a
button battery. The same concept of two batteries is applicable
also to electric vehicles. The most remarkable example of an
SASU that acts as a power buffer developed for automation is
the KERS system in Formula One. These batteries are rated
60 kW and 400 kJ. They provide power for only 6.5 seconds
per cycle and weigh only 60 kg. The drawback is that the
lifetime is limited to only one race that lasts 2 hours. The
KERS system is designed to increase the performance and not
to improve range or driveline economy as the SASU proposed
in this paper.
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2.3. Flywheels. A flywheel is an energy storage device base
on kinetic energy. The energy stored in a rotating disk is
proportional to its moment of inertia and to the square of the
rotational speed. There are flywheels with pure mechanical
transmission and flywheels with a motor/generator that provide electric power, both have been applied to hybrid vehicles.
An example of flywheels with mechanical transmission is
the KERS system developed by Flybrid Systems developed
for Formula One. It has been tested in different vehicles like
the Mercedes Le Mans 24 h race [13] and by Volvo [14] as
presented in Figure 1.
The flywheel may be driven by an electric motor/
generator creating an electromechanical battery. This type of
energy storage is more suitable for hybrid and electric vehicles
that are equipped with electric traction. Williams Hybrid
Power has developed a technology used by Audi and Porsche
among others [15] presented in Figure 2.
There are a number of projects that use flywheels beside
motor sport applications. An early example is the CCM
Energy Storage System developed by Siemens in the Netherlands [16]. Magnet Motor GmbH developed and tested 12
hybrid buses as presented in Figure 3. They prove survivability against accelerations over 6 g and one million cycles
each [17]. There are also projects to develop flywheel base
drivelines in heavier vehicles like the Alstom’s Citadis tram
powered by Williams Hybrid Power [18].

3. Power Buffer Technologies
As mentioned previously, the combination of a primary
energy source, for example, batteries, and a power buffer can
be used to meet the peak power requirements of an electric
vehicle. Electric vehicle traction systems that combine an
ultracapacitor or flywheel with the battery, also called dual
power sources, have been evaluated before [19].
A simple idealized power management scheme can be
implemented in the model such that
(i) the buffer unit normally supplies or absorbs the peak
power;
(ii) the battery supplies the average power.

2.2. Ultracapacitors. Ultracapacitors are similar to conventional capacitors although they are built with an electrolyte
between layers instead of an inert solid dielectric resulting in
a much higher capacity. Ultracapacitors have a high number
of cycle’s lifetime and high power density, although the cost is
currently higher than competing technologies.
There are current projects in buses and trams. The
strategy in these cases is to recharge very often, as often as at
each bus stop so that the energy rating is very low. Projects
with ultracapacitors in trams include a tram in Geneva by
Stadler [7], a tram in Paris related to Alstom’s STEEM project
[8], the MITRAC project tested in Mannheim by Bombardier
[9], and the trams equipped with CAF’s onboard ACR
ultracapacitor energy storage system for catenary-free operation in Zaragoza [10]. There are also buses powered with
ultracapacitors like Shanghai Aowei developed by Sinautec in
as early as 2006 [11] and the two buses operated in Umeå [12].

The speed and power demand simulated at wheel shafts
of an ordinary vehicle during a standard FTP-75 (Federal
Test Procedure) urban drive cycle are shown in Figures 4
and 5. The vehicle considered for this simulation has a mass
of 1350 kg, a drag coefficient Cx of 0.7 m2 , and a rolling
resistance coefficient Crr of 0.01. The power demand varies
from 31 kW (when accelerating) to −24 kW (when braking).
However, the average electric power from the energy storage,
needed to propel an ordinary vehicle according to a standard
FTP-75 urban drive cycle, is about 4.4 kW, that is, less than
15% of the maximum power required during the drive cycle.
A power buffer could handle fluctuations in power to/from
the wheels instead of transferring them to the battery.
The battery-ultracapacitor combination for vehicular
applications has been reported in the literature [20–23].
Results claim that ultracapacitors offer high efficiency
(around 90%) and can be charged and discharged a large
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of a mechanical driven Flywheel.
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Figure 4: Speed profile in the EPA FTP-75 standard drive cycle.

Figure 3: Magnet motor flywheel operated in trolleybuses in Basel,
Switzerland.

number of times without performance deterioration. The
drawback of ultracapacitor is its high cost, between 10 and
20 $/Wh. Flywheels, on the other hand, have an estimated
kWh cost of 0.5 to 1 $/Wh [24, 25]. Furthermore, flywheels
offer steady voltage and power level, independent of load,
temperature, or state of charge; no chemistry is included, thus
no environmental pollution associated. The efficiency and life
cycles are similar to the ones presented for ultracapacitors
[26, 27].

4
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Figure 5: Power required to complete the EPA FTP-75 standard
drive cycle.

Three operational modes according to the power flow
have been identified [28]. In the normal mode operation
the battery gives power to the wheels at the same time that
recharges the SESU. At accelerating or uphill climbing, both
the battery and the SESU deliver power to the wheels. At
decelerating and downhill the main power flow goes exclusively to the SESU. The battery and the SESU are connected
to the DC-link.

4. Simulation Models
Simulation of vehicle dynamics is a standard procedure [29].
Four different drivelines have been simulated using the standard drive cycle EPA FTP-75. The different drivelines have
been classified in the following cases: Case Ia, full-electric
driveline; Case Ib, full-electric driveline with a SESU; Case
IIa, hybrid driveline; Case IIb, hybrid driveline with a SESU.
Case Ia refers to a full electric driveline. The driveline has
one power source considered ideal; that is, it can deliver as
much power as required and is charged with enough energy
to complete the drive cycle. Case Ib is simulated with power
and energy restrictions. The battery is charged with enough
energy to complete the cycle but has a power rating that cannot be exceeded. A control that prevents fast changes in power
is also implemented. Power transients are limited to increase
battery lifetime. The SESU—now added to the system—
is a power buffer, therefore it delivers all power required
but it has a limited energy capacity. In the event that battery
delivers power and the requirement from the drive cycle
suddenly drops, then the battery will slowly reduce the power
delivery and the energy difference will be stored in the SESU.
In the event that the SESU is discharged and the power
requirement exceeds the battery power rating, then the
driveline cannot deliver the required performance. The
discrepancy between power demand and delivery will be
calculated and discussed.

Simulations show the power flow without considering
time delays in the motor dynamics so the conclusions are
applicable to both Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) drivelines and full electric drivelines with one battery pack. For
simplicity the full electric driveline has been selected in this
simulation.
Case IIa refers to a driveline with two different power
sources, this is, a hybrid driveline with an ICE and a battery
pack. Again, the simulations show the power flow in a generic
hybrid driveline without discussing the configuration.
Case IIb refers to the driveline presented in Case IIa with
an additional power buffer. This scenario discusses the case
where a power buffer can reduce the cost of the battery and
increase its lifetime by reducing its power demand.
The drivelines are modelled with three different components: power buffer, battery, and IC engine. Here the
characteristics of the components in each case are presented.
4.1. Power Buffer. We argue that the driveline capability
would be enhanced with an element capable to deliver instant
power even with a low energy rating. The power buffer could
be a capacitor, an ultracapacitor, a flywheel, or a battery with
high power rating. The characteristic that has to be highlighted in the simulation is the high power capability without
degradation. The SESU is therefore simulated as a power
source with limited rated energy storage and unrestricted
power capability.
4.2. Batteries. Batteries in the base cases have been modelled
differently than batteries working in parallel with a power
buffer. The batteries on the reference drivelines (Cases Ia and
IIa) have to provide the power to fulfil the drive cycle and
therefore their power rating is the maximum power demand.
They are modelled as ideal batteries without any dynamic
restriction in the power transients. On the contrary, batteries
in the drivelines with power buffers (Case Ib and IIb) are
simulated as power sources with a slow PI control so that the
power transients are limited. The increase in life time with
lower 𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑡 is uncertain and quantitative parameters are not
available, so the results presented are qualitative.
4.3. Internal Combustion Engine (ICE). The main advantage
of hybrid drivelines is that the IC motor operates close to its
highest efficiency point. ICEs have a regulation capability at
the price of lower efficiency. In this study the IC engine is
operated strictly at its highest efficiency point without any
regulation, just an on/off control at its power rating. This
extreme case illustrates the philosophy of hybridization.

5. Simulation Results
Four different drivelines have been simulated using the
standard EPA FTP-75 drive cycles. The power requirement to
complete the cycle has been calculated for a standard vehicle
considering the same internal friction and losses regardless of
the driveline as the driveline optimization is out of the scope
of this study.
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of Case Ib driveline with one
power source with limited power and 𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑡 and a power buffer.

5.1. Model Reference Case Ia. Case Ia simulates a full electric
vehicle driveline presented in Figure 6. The battery rating is
selected over the maximum power demand in the drive cycle
so that the vehicle can follow the power requirements presented in Figure 5.
5.2. Case Ib. The conventional all electric driveline is
enhanced with a power buffer in Case Ib. The battery in this
new case is simulated with limited power and 𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑡. The
power buffer is simulated with infinite power capability but
limited energy rating. The driveline components are represented in Figure 7.
The Case Ib driveline configuration is simulated sweeping
two parameters: the battery power limit and the power buffer
energy capacity. The initial conditions are set so that the
power buffer is charged up to 50% of its nominal energy rating
and the battery power reaches 1.5 kW (or rated power when
this is lower than 1.5 kW).
The driveline has been simulated with different maximum
power limits in the battery and energy rating in the power
buffer. The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 8.
The power demand cannot be reached for some combinations
of low rated battery and power buffers. The driver will notice
that the car cannot accelerate fast enough for some battery
and SESU combinations. The difference between the power
demand and the power delivered measured in the simulation
is integrated and referred to as “energy mismatch.” The energy
mismatch is the figure of merit of the drivelines performance.
The solution is not linear; higher power in the battery
may result in higher deviation from the power demand. This
phenomenon is due to the 𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑡 limit in the battery. Batteries

Figure 8: Result of the simulation of the EPA FTP-75 drive cycle for
various combinations of batteries and power buffers. Batteries are
limited in power while power buffers are limited in energy storage
capacity. The lines show the deviation from the desired drive cycle.

with high power take long time to rise and reduce power
delivery. Regenerative braking is represented as a negative
power flow. Energy cannot be recovered when the power
buffer is saturated. The energy lost during regenerative braking is added as negative and it is perceived as a positive effect
in the total energy mismatch.
The system performed reasonably well for power buffers
over 0.25 kWh and battery limited to 4.8 kW, for the restrictions and power flow considered in the simulations.
The power delivered to the wheels with a battery rated
with 4.8 kW and a power buffer limited to 0.25 kWh is
presented in Figure 9. The power delivered by the battery
is much smoother than in the power profile presented in
Figure 5.
The improvement with a power buffer is the reduction of
the power rating in the battery from 30 to 4.8 kW at a cost of
an extra power buffer rated 0.25 kWh.
5.3. Case IIa: Model Reference Hybrid. The hybrid reference
driveline consists of an ICE and a battery as presented in
Figure 10. The advantage in hybrid driveline is that the ICE
works at its highest efficiency points. The paradigm is operating the ICE constantly at its highest efficiency point. This
simulation presents the ICE as an on/off power source while
the battery delivers the power difference. The battery delivers
power when the driver requires more than the ICE rating and
absorbs energy when the power demand is lower than the
motor rating. The IC motor starts when the battery is empty
and stops when the battery is full.
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Figure 11: Power delivered to the wheels (blue) by the battery (red)
and ICE (green) during the EPA FTP-75 standard drive cycle. The
ICE has an on/off control while the battery is capable to follow the
power demand up to the energy rating. The power mismatch is close
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with a power buffer.
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of Case IIa: hybrid reference
driveline. The power is delivered by an IC motor and a battery
working in parallel.

several start and stop of the ICE during the drive cycle can
show the functionality of hybrid drivelines. The values are
presented in Table 1.
The EPA FTP-75 drive cycle is simulated and results are
presented in Figure 11. At one point the power demand is
higher than the ICE rating and the battery is discharged. A
power mismatch occurs under these circumstances.

Table 1: Battery and ICE parameters in Case IIa driveline.

ICE
Battery

Rating
10 kW
0.5 kWh

A low energy battery would force continuous start and
stop cycles to the ICE. In the contrary, a low power ICE would
result in continuous operation. The ICE and the battery
ratings selected for the reference driveline are selected so that

5.4. Case IIb: Hybrid Driveline with a Power Buffer. Case IIb
driveline configuration comprises a hybrid driveline (ICE and
battery) enhanced with a SESU. The battery control is implemented with a restrictive PI to prevent fast power transients.
The mismatch between the power required and the power
delivered by the on/off ICE and the slow response battery is
delivered by the power buffer. The driveline schematics are
presented in Figure 12.
There are many degrees of freedom in ICE, battery, and
SESU power and energy ratings that some restrictions have
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Table 2: Battery and ICE parameters in Case IIb driveline.

ICE
Battery + power buffer
Battery initial SoC
Power buffer SoC
Table 3: Properties of the batteries considered.
Li Battery model
Saft (a)
Saft (b)

Wh/kg
77
140

W/kg
1,550
476

−0.25
Energy mismatch (kWh)

Rating
10 kW
0.5 kWh
50%
50%

0

−0.5
−0.75
−1
−1.25
−1.5

Table 4: Ultracapacitor characteristics considered.
0

W/kg
5,900

$/kWh
30,000

been introduced to simplify the presentation of results. The
energy stored in the battery and the power buffer is set as constant. 0.5 kWh is the compromised value selected. For example, if the battery is modelled with 0.4 kWh then the power
buffer would be modelled with 0.1 kWh. The power in the
ICE is set to 10 kW and the state of charge (SoC) is 50%
at the beginning of the drive cycle. The main parameters of
the simulation are summarized in Table 2.
The driveline is simulated for different battery power
ratings. The driveline is not always able to deliver the power
demanded in the drive cycle under all the parameter combinations. Figure 13 shows the energy mismatch between the
power demanded for the drive cycle and the power delivered
by the ICE, battery, and power buffer together. The mismatch
occurs when the SESU is fully charged and it is unable to
absorb regenerative braking. The mismatch in the simulation
seen in Figure 14 occurs when the battery is increasing the
charging rate but, because of the restriction in the power
transient, it cannot absorb all the energy from the brake.
Note that the energy mismatch is negative, instead of positive
values as in Case I. The power flow for one of the parameter
combinations is presented in Figure 14.
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Figure 13: Energy mismatch between the power demanded for the
drive cycle and the power delivered by the ICE, Battery and Power
buffer together. Each line represents one battery power rating.
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The simulations show that the introduction of an SESU in the
driveline reduces the power requirements and stress of the
battery. The design of a driveline is a compromise of weight,
range, life time of components, and cost. The optimization
process starts with the performance requirements of the
driveline. Then an objective function is defined. The minimum in the objective function gives the optimal solution.
All parameters should be described as “cost” or some parameters used as a reference in the optimization. For example,
if efficiency is the optimization function variable, then all
other parameters are translated into efficiency with different
weights. In [30] each kg of weight is interpreted as 5% of
friction loss. The solution of the optimization gives the system
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Figure 14: Power delivered to the wheels (black) by a 4 kW battery
(green), power buffer (grey), and ICE (brown) during the EPA FTP75 standard drive cycle. The battery and the power buffer have the
same 0.25 kWh rating. The negative power mismatch (red) occurs
when the SESU is fully loaded and is unable to store regenerative
braking.
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Table 5: Battery pack and SESU cost and weight for three different driveline configurations.

Components
Base case battery—Type (a)
Low power density battery—Type (b)
SESU ultracapacitor
SESU battery
Total energy storage
Base case − EV without SESU
Battery (b) + supercapacitor SESU
Battery (b) + battery (a) SESU
SESU compared with base case
Battery (b) + supercapacitor SESU
Battery (b) + battery (a) SESU

kWh
15
15
0.25
1.7

kg
195
107
40
23

$
17,800
11,600
7,500
2,000

15
15.25
16.7

195
147
130

17,800
19,100
13,600

+0.25
+1.7

−48
−65

+1,300
−4,200

losses minimum, which is different to each component minimum. The most efficient motor and batteries may not give
the best system performance.
Here, a simple show case is presented as an example of
the benefit of an SESU. Drivelines Ia and Ib are compared. A
commercial ultracapacitor and a high power density battery
are considered as the power buffer unit. The comparison is
based on a 15 kWh energy storage capacity in the battery, a
reasonable energy storage in commercial electric vehicles [1].
The SESU is rated 0.25 kWh and 35 kW. Energy is the limiting
factor for ultracapacitors and power for batteries. Table 3
presents the reference values of power and energy densities
of commercial batteries considered in this showcase [1]. It is
assumed that conventional drivelines use high power batteries (type (a)) and a driveline with an SESU would use high
energy density (type (b)) or an ultracapacitor. High energy
density batteries are more economical than high power
density in terms of kW/$. The price for both types will be estimated (1) [31]. The ultracapacitor for transport applications
properties and price are presented in Table 4 [32]. Consider
the following:
Battery cost = $22𝑃 + $700𝐸 + $680.

(1)

Case Ia with a pure electric driveline is the base case. The
battery cost and weight for 15 kWh are presented in Table 5.
The base case is compared with two cases improved with an
SESU, one based on ultracapacitors and one based on high
power batteries. The base case has an energy storage rating of
15 kWh from high power batteries. The cases with a SESU has
an energy rating of 15 kWh from low power density batteries
plus the extra energy from the batteries.
An ultracapacitor for transport rated 0.25 kWh contributes with an extra cost of $7,500 and an extra weight
of 40 kg. An alternative SESU based on high power density
batteries is evaluated. 35 kW of high power density batteries
contributes with an extra cost of $2,000 and an extra weight
of 23 kg.
The SESU reduces weight in the driveline up to one third
and potentially reduces the system cost. The balance between
energy storage capacity and SESU depends on the drive cycle
and energy storage rating so new optimizations are required
for each case.

Ultracapacitors seem uneconomical compared with batteries. Ultracapacitors have much longer lifetime than batteries for frequent charge-discharge cycles as in a SESU. It should
be taken into consideration in the lifetime economy of the
driveline. Flywheels are also a feasible option with similar
performance to ultracapacitors.

7. Conclusion
All electric and hybrid drivelines benefit from an extra
Secondary Energy Storage Unit (SESU) that balances power
transients. The SESU could be an ultracapacitor, a flywheel
or an extra small high power density battery. The SESU can
potentially reduce the cost and weight of the energy storage,
increase the battery lifetime and increase the dynamic performance. The drawback is an increase in complexity because the
extra component in the system.
The simulations of a standard EPA FTP-75 drive cycle
shows that a SESU requires an energy rating of 0.25 kWh to
smooth all power transients. The advantage for the battery is
the reduction in power rating from 30 to 4.8 kW and the
increase of lifetime due to better power flow management.
A case study is presented where a driveline with standard
batteries is compared with drivelines enhanced with a SESU;
one based on ultracapacitors and one based on high power
density batteries. It is shown that the weight is significantly
reduced for both case, while the price may be reduced
depending on the components cost. Flywheels are also
feasible for SESUs.
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